Accessory oculomotor nuclei of man. II. The interstitial nucleus of Cajal: a Nissl and Golgi study.
The interstitial nucleus of Cajal (INC) is an important premotor centre related to the control of eye and head movements. The aim of the present research was to draw a detailed picture of the cytoarchitecture of the human INC, in particular taking into consideration the morphological features of the neurons and their functional implications. Within the neuronal population, two groups of cells were identified: one group (the most substantial) was made up of small and medium-sized neurons showing different soma shapes and both light and moderate basophilia. The second group consisted of a limited number (about 25%) of large cells dispersed throughout the whole INC, showing polygonal soma and intense basophilia. The hypothesis that these large cells represent a different cellular population inside the INC is advanced. On the basis of the dendritic emergence pattern, two types of cells were identified: multipolar and fusiform cells. The multipolar cells (59%) had small to large nerve cell bodies giving off 2-3 dendrites radiating in all directions. Dendrites and axons were often seen spreading outside the INC. The fusiform cells were small or medium sized and two dendrites emerged from the opposite poles of their elongated perikaryon. Their dendrites and axons always lay inside the INC. The fusiform cells were interpreted as neurons carrying out a mainly local integrative function, while the multipolar cells could also probably carry out an important projective role. The structural data reported are in agreement with the functional studies indicating the INC as both an integrative and a projective center.